
ABSTRACT	

Every vertebrate, from the time of conception till 
the time of death, literally has all body systems 
homeostatically regulated by endocannabinoids 
(marijuana-like compounds produced by the body). 
Illnesses are biochemical imbalances, failures of 
homeostasis. By being alive, all organisms suffer from 
the common biochemical imbalances that underlie 
aging and all age-related illness, including 
autoimmune, cognitive, cardiovascular diseases, as 
well as cancers.	

 	

Over 600 peer reviewed articles show that 

numerous cancer types (lung, breast, prostate, 
glioma, thyroid, leukemia, lymphoma, basil cell 
carcinoma, melanoma, etc) are killed by 
cannabinoids in tissue culture and animal studies. 
Furthermore, cannabinoids inhibit the biochemical 
pathways involved in metastasis and drug resistance. 
The question that naturally arises is “Why is a plant 
that inhibits aging, kills cancers, and whose activity is 
found in mother’s milk illegal?	

 	

Because federal and state governments have failed 
to implement marijuana policies that are reflective 
of modern scientific knowledge and thousands of 
years of medical history, the people have demanded, 
and gained access to this miraculous medicine 
through direct vote with the initiative process. In 
effect, marijuana clinical efforts are now in the hands 
of the people and the medical marijuana community. 
This poster provides dramatic photographic 
evidence of cannabis extracts curing basal-cell 
carcinoma via it’s topical application. 	
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HISTORY	

This Australian woman grew up in Queensland where 
the population suffers from the highest rate of skin 
cancer in the world. Basal cell carcinoma is the most 
common form of cancer with over 800,000 cases 
occurring each year in the US.  	


She had a number of surgeries to remove previous 
lesions including a basal cell carcinoma.	


After a new lesion appeared on her right cheek, 
alternative therapies that included the topical application 
of cannabis extracts were tried.	


Cannabis extracts were applied daily until her surgeon 
stated that there was no need for surgery since the 
lesion on her cheek was gone, However,  a new lesion 
had appeared on her right nostril. 	


The series of photos below documents the 
disappearance of the lesion on the nostril after ten days 
of self-administering topical cannabis extracts. 	
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